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MEDIA INFORMATION 
 
Brigitte Kowanz «Dots and Dashes» 
Opening:  Thursday, November 20, 2014, 6 – 8 pm 
Exhibition: November 20, 2014 – February 14, 2015 

Ever since the beginning of her career, Austrian artist Brigitte 
Kowanz (*1957, Vienna) has been addressing the different 
visual forms which light can take and the ways of perceiving 
them. By using artificial light such as Neon and LED and 
combining it with mirrors and other reflecting materials, she 
turns scientific facts into experiential values of sensual 
quality. We are delighted to first present recent works by the 
artist in Switzerland that are based on her examination of 
Morse.   

Brigitte Kowanz’ genuine light works made her one of Austria’s 
internationally renowned artists. A major aspect of her works is 
the fact that they visualize light as an independent 
phenomenon, as opposed to its everyday function of «lighting». 
Similarly, we often take language as a simple means to an end, 
whereas Kowanz focuses on its formally aesthetical character 
too. She uses light and language likewise as medium, motif and 
metaphor in order to reveal the complex entanglements of 
vision and comprehension, of perception and cognition.   

Our exhibition attends to works that are linked to the Morse 
code. Fascinated with a system that is capable of expressing any 
complexity by using three elements only – short and long 
signals as well as pauses – the artist began visualizing this 
language code up from mid of the 1990ies. She does not use a 
chronology of light impulses as usual in Morse though. Instead 
she transfers the code to a «static» image of light, shadow and 
reflection which produces optical effects of depth and dynamics 
and which sometimes alludes to ornaments as well. Kowanz 
thus «rewrites» the stringent system of Morse in an aesthetically 
appealing way and emphasizes the coding of the message.  

A good example for this way of dealing with the artistic means is 
the new work type of the wall cubes: the work «Code» (2014) 
contains a circular neon tube with dark and luminous parts that 
signal the word «code» in Morse. The mirrored walls of the cube 
create a virtual space in which this «code» is multiplied, overlaid 
and dissolved. An infinite depth opens up that also eliminates 
the distance between the artwork and its observer. In the 
reflection, the viewer becomes a part of the work himself. The 
same principle led the artist to manifold formal solutions. Our 
exhibition gives further examples with a floor cube or the so 
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called «Crystals».  
The «Discs» of 2012 and 2013 in our show represent another 
series of works. They also comprise circular neon tubes with 
darkened areas that display words written in Morse code. These 
neons are mounted onto polished stainless steel discs that form 
an opaque mirror for the light so that the factual message turns 
into a virtual relief that enlightens its surroundings like a sun. 
A «Morse Alphabet» from 2012 covering one whole wall provides 
a key to decipher the different works – or at least their message 
on the level of content. Its curved lines remind of handwriting 
and produce a visual rhythm on the white wall.  

Along with other works that are shown in Switzerland for the 
first time, the artist will also bring entirely new works to Zurich 
which continue her investigation into Morse and which touch 
the viewer intellectually as well as on a sensuous level.  

Deborah Keller, Häusler Contemporary 

 
 

Biographical notes 
Since 1997 Brigitte Kowanz is a professor at the University of  
Applied Arts in Vienna. In 2009 she was awarded the Grosser 
Österreichischer Staatspreis für Bildende Kunst (Grand Austrian 
State prize of fine arts). As early as 1984 and again in 1995 she 
was represented at the Venice Biennial and in 1987 at the 
Biennial of São Paulo. In the past few years, she had solo 
exhibitions in institutions of global reputation such as the 
Centre for International Light Art in Unna (2005) or the Museum 
of Modern Art (MUMOK) in Vienna (2010). 

For further information and printable images, please contact at 
any time Deborah Keller, +41 43 810 04 26 
dk@haeusler-contemporary.com 


